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What is Combat Zone Wrestling?
CZW is the modern embodiment of hardcore wrestling. Founded in 1999, the 
organization is primarily based out of Philadelphia, the unofficial home of hardcore 
wrestling. While the promotion has its roots in ultraviolent matches that frequently 
include elements like barbed wire and glass, CZW also heavily features some of the 
top Junior Heavyweight talents in wrestling. 

The promotion runs monthly shows in the greater Philadelphia area, while also 
touring other parts of the US, Europe and Japan. CZW was founded by Hardcore 
Hall of Fame inductee John Zandig, and is currently owned by DJ Hyde, who has 
kept CZW true to its hardcore roots while continuing to showcase some of the best 
action the independent wrestling circuit has to offer.

Combat Zone Wrestling Titles
CZW World Heavyweight Championship – The top championship in CZW 
dates back to 1999, when Nick Gage won a 20-man Battle Royal to be named 
the first champion. The title is open to all wrestlers and can be contested under 
standard rules matches, but is frequently defended in ultraviolent rules matches. 
MASADA unified the Heavyweight Championship and the Ultraviolent Underground 
Championship in May 2012. The CZW World Champion at the time of this 
writing is Drew Gulak. 

CZW World Tag Team Championship – The ultimate prize for tag teams in 
CZW dates back to the promotion’s first event in 1999. There have even been 
instances where the title has been held by an individual (Justice Pain) and a 
group (Team Ca$h). The CZW World Tag Team Champions at the time of 
this writing are BLK-OUT (Ruckus & BLK Jeez). 

CZW Wired TV Championship – This championship was created in 2009 
and designed to be defended on CZW Wired TV broadcasts. The CZW Wired 
TV Champion at the time of this writing is Alex Colon. 

CZW World Junior Heavyweight Championship – This title was only 
open to wrestlers under the Junior Heavyweight limit of 220 lbs. The title dated 
back to CZW’s very first event in 1999 and was unified with the CZW Wired TV 
Championship by A.R. Fox in 2012.



Combat Zone Wrestling Alumni

Many wrestlers from the LEGENDS OF WRESTLING Card Game have 
competed in CZW. 

Here is the list: 

• ACH, Amasis, Arik Cannon, Austin Aries 
• Blue Meanie, Briscoe Brothers, Brodie Lee, Bryan Danielson 
• Chris Hero, Christina Von Eerie, Chuck Taylor, Claudio Castagnoli 
• Dustin Lee
• Eddie Kingston, El Generico, Erick Stevens
• Gran Akuma  
• Hallowicked, Homicide 
• Icarus 
• Jerry Lynn, Jigsaw, Jimmy Jacobs, Johnny Gargano, Johnny Kashmere, 

Justin Credible 
• Kevin Steen, Kyle O’Reilly 
• Larry Sweeney
• Mike Quackenbush 
• Ophidian 
• Pinkie Sanchez 
• Rhett Titus, “The Ego” Robert Anthony, Roderick Strong 
• Sabu, The Sandman, Shane Hollister, Shane Matthews, Sugar Dunkerton 
• Trent Acid 
• UltraMantis Black
• Willie Mack

We encourage Promoters to add even more names to this list! 



Combat Zone Wrestling Special Events                                         
Tournament of Death – A Death Match tournament held annually since 2002 at 
an outdoor venue. The matches throughout the tournament use any and all kinds 
of weaponry including light tubes, panes of glass and barbed wire. Frequently 
fans will also be encouraged to bring weapons that are used in certain matches. 
The tournament structure changes year to year, but usually has three rounds and 
anywhere from 8 to 16 competitors.

Best of the Best – The annual Junior Heavyweight Tournament that emphasizes 
athleticism over violence has been held since 2001. Typically the tournament features 
12 competitors in three rounds, with four three-way matches in the first round, 
followed by singles matches in the semifinals and finals.

Tangled Web – An annual event dating back to 2008, where the main event is 
contested in a match with two rings - one of which is covered by a barbed wire spider 
web. The rules for this ultraviolent match are included at the back of the first CZW 
game edition handbook.

Cage of Death – CZW’s longest running and biggest annual event. The main 
event features the Cage of Death match, which is a cage match featuring a variety of 
weapons and other ultraviolent objects. The actual cage for the event has taken many 
forms, including being suspended from the ceiling, having multiple cages stacked and 
even being electrified. The format of the match has also differed, with singles, multi-
man, teams and Wargames style matches all employed. The rules for this ultraviolent 
match are included at the back of the first CZW game edition handbook.



Height: 5’ 9”
Weight: 198 lbs.
Dayton, OH 

DAVE CRIST 

“The Unstable Anarchist!”

One half of the Irish Airborne with his brother Jake Crist. Dave and Jake 
also comprise 2/3 of the group known as OI4K(with Jake’s wife Nevaeh). 

Dave is a hybrid style wrestler who combines technical savvy with ariel 
expertise. Never one to shy from controversy Dave once defeated his own 
brother Jake to capture the CZW Wired Television Title. 

A tag specialist, Dave is also quite adept in singles action. Dubbed the 
Unstable Anarchist of OI4K, Dave Crist is a wild card whose unpredictable 
actions will no doubt make him a source of contempt to many in the Combat 
Zone.

Tag Partner: Jake Crist (Irish Airborne)

Signature Moves: 

HEAD AND ARM TRAP DDT – DDT with opponent’s arm hooked in 
hammerlock

DOUBLE STOMP – leap from top rope driving feet into opponent

IRISH AIR RAID – Jake lifts opponent into a Death Valley Driver position, 
Dave preforms DOUBLE STOMP to opponent’s head, Jake then completes 
the Death Valley Driver with opponent landing on Dave’s knees



Height: 5’ 7”
Weight: 195 lbs. 
Dayton, OH 

JAKE CRIST

“The Misfit Mangler!”

The other half of the Irish Airborne and member of the OI4K stable along 
side brother Dave and Jake’s wife Nevaeh. 

OI4K’s Misfit Mangler is a skilled technician who won the Wired TV title in 
his first match in CZW defeating AR Fox for the belt. Currently at war with 
CZW owner DJ Hyde as Jake look to make a move to the top of the CZW 
roster. 

In tag action with brother Dave or on his own, Jake Crist is a star on the 
rise. Look for him to continue to wage war in the Combat Zone.

Tag Partner: Dave Crist (Irish Airborne)

Signature Moves: 

THE SUICIDE – double underhook flipping piledriver

IRISH COFFEE  – Jake holds opponent in piledriver position, Dave leaps 
from top turnbuckle connecting with double stomp to opponent’s butt, 
spiking the piledriver



“The Bluntasaurus!”
There have been many controversial figures in the history of CZW, but few 
hold comparison to Ruckus. Nicknamed the “Bluntasaurus,” Ruckus has been 
a fixture in CZW since 2001. A former heavyweight (debuting at over 300 lbs), 
Ruckus is now known for his creative and incredibly athletic moves. No matter 
if he is performing a hand spring elbow or gouging his opponents eye, Ruckus 
is always looking to create chaos in the ring. A member of the long running BLK 
Out stable, and usually with best friend BLK Jeez at his side, Ruckus comes to 
the ring to win titles and make money. 
Always living up to his name, if it’s playing a prank on CZW match maker 
Maven Bentley or stealing the CZW tag titles, Ruckus is always in search of 
ways to keep CZW fans talking.

Signature Moves: 
The Razzle Dazzle –  handspring back elbow to cornered opponent
Ruckus Assault – standing or running shooting star press
Bank Roll – cut throat swinging neckbreaker
The Shiznit – cartwheel followed by backflip into a standing moonsault
Leap of Faith – running no-handed somersault plancha
Chronic Crash – inverted suplex into jawbreaker
Ruckus Spike – jumping piledriver
Gangsta Splash – 450 splash
Poetic Ruckus – somersault dropkick to opponent hung up in tree of woe
The Deal – Gory lock transitioned into an inverted STO
THE HATE CRIME – sitout suplex slam
DREAM SEQUENCE – Ruckus holds opponent in bear hug, BLK Jeez hits 
clothesline, Ruckus turns opponent into Boston Crab, Jeez hits running leg 
drop, Ruckus puts opponent in bridging chinlock while Jeez hits running 
dropkick to opponents face

Height: 5’ 8”
Weight: 235 lbs.
Baltimore, MD 

RUCKUS



Height: 5’ 3”
Weight: 125 lbs. 
Seattle, WA 

KIMBER LEE

“The First Lady of the Combat Zone!”
The First Lady of the Combat Zone, Kimber Lee is the female voice aiding 
Drew Gulak in his Campaign for a Better Combat Zone. 

Debuting as the valet of the Runaways (Joe Gacy and Ryan Slater), Kimber 
has been mostly known for her managing skills. Having also acted as valet 
for Chikara star Gran Akuma during his brief foray in the Combat Zone, 
Kimber then decided to align herself to Drew Gulak. 

During the last year Kimber has gotten more physically involved becoming 
an active member of the CZW roster. Kimber Lee is primed and ready to 
make her mark in the ring.

Signature Moves: 

Gulak Campaign interference  – Kimber Lee will do whatever it takes to 
distract an opponent facing Drew Gulak and other member of the Campaign 

YOSHI TONIC – leg trap sunset flip powerbomb



Height: 5’ 7”
Weight: 200 lbs.
Atlantic City, NJ 

MATT TREMONT

“The Bulldozer!”

Called “The Bulldozer,” perhaps no nickname has ever been more suitable 
than that of Matt Tremont. The new face of Ultra Violence, Matt Tremont has 
become a major force in CZW in just over 2 yrs. 

Debuting in CZW in mid 2011 with an impressive win over Pinkie Sanchez 
which qualified The Bulldozer for the 10th annual Tournament of Death, 
Tremont has shed blood with the likes of former CZW champion and 
Ultraviolent Beast, Masada, CZW regular Danny Havoc, and fan favorite/
CZW legend Necro Butcher. 

A change in attitude in Tremont led to a brutal feud with CZW owner DJ 
Hyde, which saw Tremont fired and later rehired after brutally defeating 
Hyde at Cage of Death XIV. Tremont stands at the ready to shed the blood 
of anyone who stands in his way.

Signature Moves: 

SITOUT POWERBOMB – powerbomb with Tremont ending up in sitting 
position

URANAGE – scooping, one-armed side suplex slam



Height: 5’ 7”
Weight: 176 lbs.
The 609 

ALEX COLON

“The Leader of 4Loco!”

Devious and duplicitous are usually the first words that come to mind when 
you think of Alex Colon. 

A skilled technical wrestler Colon has slowly shown his true colors as a 
master manipulator as well. The leader of the all Latino group 4Loco, Colon 
used an opportunity to join Ruckus and Rich Swann in the BLK Out stable 
to convince longtime BLK Out valet Chrissy Rivera to aid him in proving the 
dominance of Latin wrestlers. 

This cunning competitor recently captured the CZW Wired Television 
Championship (his first title in CZW). Look for Colon to continue making 
waves in Combat Zone Wrestling.

Signature Moves: 

Sliding D – sliding forearm smash

Shining Genki – with opponent seated in corner, running kick to opponent’s 
chest

Shuffle Kick – running facewash performed while Alex Colon is on ring apron

Spanish Extinction – seated super kick

Pop Up Driver – Leaping spin kick with the heel of the boot

DONE DEAL – Michinoku Driver



Height: 5’ 9”
Weight: 170 lbs.
Tacoma, WA 

SHANE STRICKLAND

“The King of SWERVE!”
A talented high flyer whose star is quickly rising, Shane Strickland, or the 
“New Flavor” as he likes to be called, wants his fans to know that he is 
100% swerve free. 

The Tacoma, WA native is establishing himself as a stand out in the new 
crop of high flyers making waves in the Independents.

Known for his patented 450 splash and a host of insane dives from the 
top as well as springboard moves, all done with an unmistakable swagger. 
Strickland is looking for his opportunity to spring board to the next level.

Signature Moves: 

Swerve Drop – package piledriver into an Emerald Flowsion

450 SPLASH – A 450 degree splash from the top rope



Height: 6’ 4”
Weight: 225 lbs.
Cincinnati, OH

JON MOXLEY

“Just a Sick Guy!”

Though only in CZW for 3 years, few have made an impact in Combat Zone 
Wrestling the way Jon Moxley did. 

A former two time CZW champion, Moxley combined ring savvy, guile, and 
a thirst for blood into a formula for winning at any cost. Enduring a brutal 
feud with CZW legend Nick “F’n” Gage, Moxley earned respect from many 
in the CZW locker room while cementing his legacy as a member of the 
Ultraviolent fraternity. 

While competing mostly as a singles wrestler, Moxley was also known for 
forming the Switchblade Conspiracy with “Chainsaw” Joe Gacy and former 
CZW standout Sami Callihan. Moxley is a true CZW legend who will look to 
add to his already impressive resume.

Signature Moves: 

One Hitter – vertical suplex dropped into a DDT

Hook and Ladder – double chickenwing facebuster

Cutter – Diamond Cutter

MOXICITY – spinning side slam
 



Fans Bring the Weapons Match
No match involves the hardcore fan base of CZW more than the infamous Fans Bring the Weapons Match.  In 
this match, fans are encouraged to bring items to the venue that the wrestlers can use as weapons.  You never 
know what weapons will be utilized, or in just what way. The goal of the match is to win by pinfall or submission 
in the ring.

• Ignore all disqualification rolls and continue the match.
• No outside interference or distractor ratings allowed.
• The match can not end until at least 3 weapons are used in the match.
• When a wrestler rolls “out of the ring” or when a wrestler on defense decides to leave (lv) the ring, 

roll on the following chart. Roll two dice:
ROLL RESULT

2 The Offensive wrestler picks up a bowling ball, but before he can use it is low-blowed by the Defensive 
wrestler and drops the ball.  The Defensive wrestler picks up the bowling ball and cracks the opponent in 
the head with it.  Add 1 to the Offensive wrestler’s PIN rating.  Defensive wrestler takes over on offense 
and rolls on this chart.

3 The Offensive wrestler grabs a light tube and swings it at the opponent, but the opponent ducks, and 
tackles the Offensive wrestler. The Defensive wrestler grabs the light tube and smashes his foe.  Add 1 
to the Offensive wrestler’s PIN rating.  Defensive wrestler takes over on offense and rolls on this chart.

4 A fan hands the Offensive wrestler a bag of thumb tacks. The wrestler spreads the tacks on the floor and 
goes to pick up the opponent for a powerbomb. 

If the Offensive wrestler’s pw rating is the same or better – The powerbomb works, add 1 to the 
Defensive wrestler’s PIN rating.  Offensive wrestler rolls again on this chart. 

If the Defensive wrestler’s pw rating is better – He reserves into a back body drop, add 1 to the Offensive 
wrestler’s PIN rating.  Defensive wrestler takes over on offense and rolls on this chart.

5 The Offensive wrestler has the opponent against the guard rail and goes to attack him with a crutch.  The 
opponent sweeps his leg sending the Offensive wrestler into the guard rail and then picks up the crutch 
and hits him across the back.  Defensive wrestler rolls on Level 3 Offense or again on this chart.

6 Two fans throw a pair of baking sheets at the wrestlers, who each pick one up.  ROLL ONE DIE:  
Even – Defensive wrestler knocks the opponent’s cookie sheet away and nails him.  Defensive wrestler 
takes over on offense and rolls on Level 3 Offense or on this chart. 
Odd – The Offensive wrestler grabs the opponent’s cookie sheet and hits him with both sheets. Offensive 
wrestler rolls on Level 3 Offense or again on this chart.

7 The wrestler on offense pushes a fan out of his chair and picks it up.  He goes to hit the opponent, but 
the opponent grabs the chair.  ROLL ONE DIE: 

Even – The Defensive wrestler grabs the chair and hits the opponent.  The Defensive wrestler takes over 
on offense and rolls on Level 3 Offense or on this chart. 

Odd – The Offensive wrestler keeps control of the chair and hits the opponent. The Offensive wrestler 
rolls on Level 3 Offense or again on this chart.

8 The Offensive wrestler takes an extension cord and chokes out the Defensive wrestler.  The Offensive 
wrestler rolls on Level 3 Offense or again on this chart.

9 The Offensive wrestler grabs a plunger and sticks it to his opponent’s face, then drags him by the 
plunger into the guard rail.  Offensive wrestler rolls on Level 3 Offense or again on this chart.

10 The Offensive wrestler finds a staple gun, and raises it up as the crowd cheers.  He then proceeds to 
staple his opponent over and over.  Add 1 to the Defensive wrestler’s PIN rating.  Offensive wrestler rolls 
again on this chart.

11 The Offensive wrestler is handed a cheese grater and uses it to shred the opponent’s face.  Add 1 to the 
Defensive wrestler’s PIN rating.  Offensive wrestler rolls again on this chart.

12 The Offensive wrestler is tossed a barbed wire baseball bat.  He proceeds to smash it repeatedly on 
the opponent, and then grabs a beer out of the crowd and chugs it to celebrate.  Add 1 to the Defensive 
wrestler’s PIN rating.  Offensive wrestler rolls again on this chart.


